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In 1978, Thomas Ashley-Farrand traveled to India for the first time, where he astonished the
spiritual community there with his perfect command of mantra, the practice of using specific
sacred sound syllables for spiritual and material transformation.Now, 20 years later, he shares
for the first time his mastery of this ancient spiritual art on Mantra: Sacred Words of Power. Here
is the first English-language audio curriculum that teaches you how to use mantras to enhance
the powers of your mind, influence the environment around you, and deepen your spiritual
practice.In 12 fascinating sessions, Thomas Ashley-Farrand teaches you a library of traditional
mantras with relevance to every area of your life. From work and health, to love and
enlightenment, here are dozens of authentic chants that are used every day by millions of
people to activate the energy of creation.The power of mantras comes not from the meaning of
the syllables, teaches Ashley-Farrand, but from their direct vibrational effect on our body's
physiological and energetic systems. He also teaches that Sanskrit is an energy-based
language, and mantras are spiritual formulas for working with this energy. They are designed to
eliminate obstacles as we progress spiritually, and to help us make energetic progress toward
good.With Mantra: Sacred Words of Power, you can begin practicing these powerful chants to
heal and change your own life with the very first mantra that you chant. Includes a 37-page study
guide.Learn More About:Mantras―what they are, and how to use them• When, where, and how
often to chant mantras for maximum benefit• How to use mantras to clear your chakras for better
health• The Vedas and the Upanishads―histories and mantra stockpiles• The 40-day principle
for gauging the effects of your mantra practice• Seed mantras―elemental energies crystallized
in sound• The Gayatri master mantra―vessel for all spiritual potencies• Dozens of Buddhist and
Sanskrit mantras taught step-by-step in English

From the PublisherAshley-Farrand is one of the West s foremost authorities on Vedic and
Buddhist Sanskrit mantras.About the AuthorThomas Ashley-Farrand (1940 - 2010)Thomas
Ashley-Farrand was one of the West’s foremost authorities of Vedic and Buddhist Sanskrit
mantras. He was recognized for his flawless mastery of mantra practice by swamis, pundits, and
shastris across India, and gathered more than 8,000 transliterated mantras―the most
comprehensive body of these sacred sound syllables in the English language. He received
initiations and blessings from a number of prominent spiritual teachers, including H.H. the Dalai
Lama. His guru was Sadguru Sant Keshavadas of Bangalore, India, and he also followed Guru
Mata, Sant Keshavadas’ widow, to whom he transferred spiritual authority on the banks of the
Ganges before his passing. In addition, Thomas Ashley-Farrand was an expert in the practice of
Vedic fire and water rituals. His published works include Mantra Meditation, Healing Mantras,
Mantra Meditation for Creating Abundance, and more.
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Mantra Meditation: Change Your Karma with the Power of Sacred Sound Healing Mantras:
Using Sound Affirmations for Personal Power, Creativity, and Healing



DVance, “An advanced beginners guide to Sanskrit Mantras and related concepts.. This CD set
is highly recommended for anyone interested in Sanskrit Mantras. Absolute beginners to
mantras might want to start with the Healing Mantras book and CD set by Thomas Ashley-
Farrand, (see my Amazon review).Those of us in the West will find no better guide to Sanskrit
mantras than the works of Thomas Ashley-Farrand. He presents the topic of mantras as one
born and raised in Western culture, fully understanding our point of view and how to present this
branch of knowledge to us. The mantras, when presented in a written form on the included
booklet, are in plain transliterated ASCII-English based text, and the author's voice is clear and
understandable.The subject of Sanskrit Mantras is broken into several logical groups including
Masculine and Feminine based mantras, Avatar mantras, and Buddhist mantras to name a few.
It contains at least two very powerful healing mantas, mantras for abundance, to remove
obstacles, for education and learning, and several for enlightenment. The concepts of chakras,
karma, what we refer to as gods and goddesses, and higher realms of existence are covered
and explained clearly for those of us not previously familiar with these ideas.About sixty mantras
are presented, and the material is about an advanced-beginners level study guide on the
subject. This work was my second introduction to mantras, and at the time I was ecstatic to have
found such a rich source of material on a subject rarely presented in the West.Mantra - Sacred
Words of Power is a logical follow up to Healing Mantras. While I might have recommended the
14 CD set Mantra - A Path to Spiritual and Material Attunement instead, Amazon does not carry
it at this time. This 6 CD set is a perfectly fine alternative, and the one I personally used a
decade ago. Unlike Healing Mantras which is for people with no background in Sanskrit mantras,
not as much effort is put forth to emphasize pronunciation. For many people this will not be a
problem as the author's mantra chanting is easy to understand.Suggested reading after this
includes the author's two books, Chakra Mantras, and Shakti Mantras, as well as his many
mantra-chanting CD's. The CD's that include the titles Mantra Therapy / Healing Intensive each
have a carefully selected set of mantras to aid with specific issues many of us encounter in life.
Amazon has many selections of the published works by Thomas Ashley-Farrand, and is a good
place to begin looking for his most well-known materials.”

DJ Hancock, “Outstanding Value; Masterful. This six audio tape series (with study guide) is an
excellent progression from Thomas Ashley-Farrand's beginners and Healing Mantra's series. I
was wary of it repeating some of his entry level products on Sanskrit Mantra and I was happy to
be proved wrong. This series builds knowledge, and goes a few steps deeper into such things
as the seed mantras, karma, Avatars, masculine and feminine energies, attunements, physical
organs, and the Gayatri Mantra. It does this without losing the benefits of the beginner's series,
yet it also stands on its own. Its an elegant expression of what amounts to an incredibly dynamic
and wise system of ancient spiritual practice.A very well structured series, its easy to learn and



to find specific areas of interest including a section on Tibetan Buddhism. Thomas Ashley-
Farrand's passion and commitment is apparent to anyone willing to listen.Its also a wise choice
for audio tapes instead of 6 x CD's because if you're like me, I don't have a CD stacker in my car!
Regards,Daniel John Hancock”

albinoshrink, “Great for beginners. This is my first introduction to mantras and I really enjoyed the
stories and teaching in this 6 CD set. Mr. Ashley-Farrand has a nice voice and is very pleasant
to listen to. Although there's an emphasis on the magical quality of mantras in its capacity to
change your life, which requires a leap of faith, mantras are nevertheless essential to
understanding yogic and Hindu spiritual practices. My interest leans more towards tibetan
mantras and religion, which is not the emphasis of this CD set. I am starting to practice mantras
daily especially during long drives, which keeps my mind occupied with positive thoughts or at
least away from negative thoughts. Mr. Ashley-Farrand pronounces most of the mantras very
clearly several times, although he did not break all of them down by syllable as I would like.
Nevertheless, highly enjoyable.”

Thelma Meyer, “Wonderful course in mantra chanting and meditation. I love this course. Farrand
gives the history of mantra chanting (10 Sessions,6 CDs, accompanying book). Farrand explains
how he was introduced to mantra, and how it changed his life. He tells fascinating stories about
the spiritual teachers who discovered mantra thousands of years ago. And which mantras to use
for particular needs and purposes. Also stories about clients and students of his - who used
mantra, and to what effect. I do not have the discipline to recite a mantra 108/day for 40 days -
as recommended. But I find them calming to recite and listen to. And I love listening to his
stories (especially as I am falling asleep)-so much better than a sedative!”

RayROnline, “Lifechanging. After hearing this from a friend, I knew I had to get my own copy of
"Mantra...". This really breaks down the whole idea of mantra...what it is, how it works, what it
can do for you. The author has a very interesting voice, and the included manual is very through.
Even though there are 6 CD's there are lot's more "sections" of instruction. This is fun and easy
to listen too. I find myself going back to sections of it almost daily. And I have added Mantras to
my meditation practice with a far greater understanding than I ever had. If Mantras interest you
for any reason, don't miss this!”

Shakti, “Curious about Mantras. I was drawn to this and glad I found it as I have not read a
plethora of information about Mantras - but this is very comprehensive, interesting and
informative. I have already started chanting and hope to continue with more. I have listened to
these CDs in the car and transferred them to my iPod. I hope to take my own notes to remember
information I am interested in. I highly recommend this series to open up new information to
those of us in the "west" who think we understood much about the knowledge of the Hindu/



Buddhist world.”

Ranthia, “A mantra for every problem.. I had a great time listening to this. Mr. Farrand had a great
speaking voice. I chant and listen to mantras much more often now. There is a mantra for every
human need and Mr Farrand tells about each one. Pick one and go with it....”

Radhika, “Great Mantra Tool. Love this. Have been chanting mantras for quite a number of years
now and this added a depth to my knowledge. Great asset to anyone interested in Mantra”

Destiny Z. Fitzgerald, “Well Worth It. Interesting and entertaining. Clearly explains the origin and
use of mantra with several powerful mantras shared. Well worth the price. CD format is great if
one travels a fair distance to work each morning.”

Mirta Romberg, “Five Stars. Amazing product.”

The book by Thomas Ashley-Farrand has a rating of 5 out of 5.0. 25 people have provided
feedback.
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